standing of our position relative to VAT has hit us rather badly, and some caution will be necessary in this year's budget. On a more positive note, the Treasurer reported that De Morgan House's new tenants have moved in. Our previous tenants used the upstairs rooms to sublet as serviced offices, accessed from the neighbouring building. Since their replacements would have to enter the building through the main entrance, Council decided that it would seek new tenants amongst learned societies and organisations with similar aims to ours, although the rents would not be subsidised and the relationship would be strictly that of landlord and tenant. The Lighthill Institute for Mathematical Sciences is already holding its seminars at De Morgan House, and the Institution of Highway Incorporated Engineers has completely arrived.
For the report of the Publications Secretary, the Publisher presented a paper proposing a unified strategy for management of subscriptions to the Society's journals; subscriptions take various different forms, and include exchanges between the LMS and other societies. During a time when journal subscriptions are generally falling it is vital that we keep informed of the situation.
1

LMS PRIZES 2004 DE MORGAN MEDAL
PROFESSOR SIR ROGER PENROSE OM FRS of the University of Oxford is awarded the De Morgan Medal for his wide and original contributions to mathematical physics.
His deep work on General Relativity has been a major factor in our understanding of black holes. His development of Twistor Theory has produced a beautiful and productive approach to the classical equations of mathematical physics. His tilings of the plane underlie the newly discovered quasi-crystals.
SENIOR BERWICK PRIZE
PROFESSOR BORIS ZILBER of the University of Oxford is awarded the Senior Berwick Prize for his paper 'Exponential sums equations and the Schanuel conjecture', J. London Math. Soc. (2) 65 (2002) .
In this paper Zilber took up the long-neglected subject of the model theory of the complex exponential, and revealed many fascinating possibilities. The most striking feature is that one may build a model theory around Schanuel's Conjecture, and construct existentially closed exponential fields satisfying this conjecture. The model theory is subtle, involving a model construction method of Hrushovski, but it leads to the isolation of beautiful criteria for solvability of exponential systems in the new models. In later work Zilber showed that there is an isomorphism theorem, analogous to the classical Steinitz Theorem, for a natural class of structures, the strongly existentially closed models with countable closure condition. It becomes a natural conjecture that the new structure, in power continuum, is exactly that of the classical complex exponential. This can only be true if Schanuel's Conjecture holds for the classical exponential, and if the classical exponential satisfies the Zilber Criterion for solvability of exponential systems. In this paper, Zilber relates the conjecture to uniform versions of Schanuel's Conjecture and to a well-known conjecture on intersection with tori, a cousin of the Mordell-Lang and Manin-Mumford conjectures (which are now theorems). In addition he proves, using recent work from complex analysis, that special cases of the solvability criterion hold for systems with real exponents, and deduces a novel model theoretic stability for the theory of the complex field with real exponentiation. The results have excited most workers in model theoretic algebra, and the conjectures are one of the main challenges to the community right now.
The report of the Programme Secretary contained the proposal, initiated by a request from Terence Tao and approved with enthusiasm by Council, that the title of Tao's Hardy Lecture be changed to Long arithmetic progressions in the primes, to enable him to present his exciting new result with Ben Green.
The Executive Secretary reported on the community meeting of 4 May at which the International Review of Mathematics had been presented. The chair, Jean-Pierre Bourguignon, had given his personal views, with responses from John O'Reilly for EPSRC and Frances Kirwan for the CMS. There had been full discussion afterwards, and a document would be put together detailing this. The IRM report was being distributed widely, not just to mathematics departments, but also to government, research councils, and other funding bodies.
The Executive Secretary's report provoked a full discussion of the International Review and of how the report might be used. It was clear that it was important to follow up this very useful review, to use it in responses to government enquiries, in discussion with EPSRC and other research councils, and to examine it closely within the LMS. It was an excellent report, with a lot of constructive comments in it, and we needed to use it repeatedly for the benefit of British mathematics, in conjunction of course with the Smith Report.
Sarah Rees
100th BIRTHDAY
The London Mathematical Society joins Professor Henri Cartan's many friends and colleagues in the mathematical community in celebrating the occasion of his 100th birthday on 8 July 2004.
In the second half of the twentieth century there was an explosion of activity in Complex Analysis and Topology. Many of the key ideas and methods were developed in Paris, and Henri Cartan and his students at the Ecole Normale were at the forefront of this activity. As President of the International Mathematical Union and in other ways Henri Cartan was active in promoting cooperation across political borders, and in defending human rights.
The President, Frances Kirwan, has sent a letter of congratulation to Professor Cartan, who was made an Honorary Member of the Society in 1959, and is the Society's oldest member.
central to topology, algebraic geometry and complex analysis. They also play an important role in string theory.
Tillmann discovered completely unexpected structure in the topology of the 'stable' moduli space obtained by letting the genus of the curve tend to infinity. She showed in 1997 that this space is an infinite loop space, contradicting the belief of all experts at the time that it was only a two-fold loop space.
Mumford had conjectured that the rational cohomology of the stable moduli space was a polynomial ring on a certain sequence of generators, but despite much effort there had been little progress towards a proof. Knowing that the moduli space was an infinite loop space placed very strong restrictions on its possible homotopy type, and led to Tillmann's second great advance, when in 2001 she and Madsen defined an explicit map from the moduli space into a very simple and natural infinite loop space, and gave strong computational evidence that this map was a homotopy equivalence. This new conjecture not only implies Mumford's conjecture but gives much more information, as well as a new conceptual understanding of the moduli space. In the last two years Madsen and Weiss have carried the work further and proved the conjecture.
COUNCIL RESPONSES & SUBMISSIONS
The Council of the LMS has made responses and submissions to the following reports: (i) The Government's 10-year Plan for Science -Treasury/DTI/DfES Consultation Document 'Science and innovation: working towards a ten-year investment framework'.
(ii) The second consultation report of the Schwartz review into Fair Admissions to Higher Education.
The Council for the Mathematical Sciences (CMS) has made a response to the following report: Copies of responses (i) and (iii) can be found in a supplement to this month's Newsletter. There is access to the full version of each response on the LMS website.
THE MATHEMATICS PROMOTION UNIT NEEDS YOU!
In May we launched the Society's new Mathematics Promotion Unit at De Morgan House by appointing Jennifer Pollard to the role of Mathematics Promotion & Policy Assistant. The Unit has been established by Council in response to widespread concerns about how mathematics is perceived, and Jennifer will be working with the media to promote mathematics education and research to policy makers and the public.
The Promotion Unit will encourage media interest in mathematics by publicizing events and developments within the mathematical community and co-ordinating our responses to enquiries and reports into mathematics. It is to be a primary resource for journalists and broadcasters to find information about mathematics and talk to mathematicians. But in order to achieve this, we need your help.
To allow media access to the mathematical community the Promotion Unit is setting up a database of mathematicians who would be happy to act as media contacts. We therefore need the help of a wide range of mathematical experts who would be prepared to talk to the media about their specialist subjects or mathematics in general.
As a media contact, you may be approached by journalists or broadcasters through the Mathematics Promotion Unit. You will not be contacted directly or out-of-the-blue by the media -all contact will be mediated through the Unit. Nor will you be expected to talk about subjects that you do not wish to or commit yourself 
FRÖHLICH PRIZE
The LMS awards the first Fröhlich prize to DR IAN GROJNOWSKI of DPMMS, Cambridge, in recognition of his originality and influence across a wide range of problems in representation theory and algebraic geometry.
Grojnowski's insights into geometric contexts for representation theory go back to his thesis with George Lusztig on character sheaves over homogeneous spaces. He has exploited these ideas to make breakthroughs in several completely unexpected areas, including representations of the affine Hecke algebras at roots of 1 (generalising results of Kazhdan and Lusztig), the representation theory of the symmetric groups Sn in characteristic p, the introduction (simultaneously with Nakajima) of vertex operators on the cohomology of the Hilbert schemes of finite subschemes of a complex algebraic surface, and (in joint work with Fishel and Teleman) the proof of the strong Macdonald conjecture of Hanlon and Feigin for reductive Lie algebras.
WHITEHEAD PRIZES
PROFESSOR MARK AINSWORTH FRSE of Strathclyde University is awarded a Whitehead prize for his contributions to the analysis and application of high order (hp) finite element methods to the numerical approximation of partial differential equations in continuum mechanics.
Ainsworth's contributions cover the full spectrum of numerical analysis of PDEs and his work is characterised by the application of rigorous mathematical analysis to resolve relevant, practical issues in the behaviour of high order numerical approximation of partial differential equations. His results have settled several outstanding conjectures in the field. He has also worked extensively on a posteriori error estimation culminating in the publication of a monograph coauthored with J.T. Oden (University of Texas at Austin). DR RICHARD THOMAS of Imperial College, London is awarded a Whitehead Prize for his contributions to algebraic and differential geometry. In the past six years, Thomas has made seminal contributions across an unusually broad range of topics. Much of his work is related to mirror symmetry and Calabi-Yau geometry, and thus has an important bearing on exciting contemporary interactions with mathematical physics. His work combines deep and original insights with sophisticated and rigorous proofs, in a wonderful synthesis of differential geometry and analysis with highly abstract algebraic geometry and homological algebra.
PROFESSOR ULRIKE TILLMANN of University of Oxford is one of the world leaders in the study of the moduli spaces of algebraic curves (or Riemann surfaces). These spaces are fundamental mathematical objects which are to regular contact. You will be expected to put across your knowledge of and feelings for mathematics to a wider audience and to act as an ambassador for mathematics and the mathematical community (and the LMS).
If you are interested in becoming a media contact for the LMS or would like any further information, please contact Jennifer Pollard (tel: 020 7927 0803; email: pollard@lms.ac.uk).
Jennifer Pollard Mathematics Promotion & Policy Assistant
NEWS FROM THE WOMEN IN MATHEMATICS COMMITTEE
The committee has introduced two new schemes, both with the aim of reducing some obstacles which may inhibit, or even halt, mathematical activity, particularly of women. A brief description of each scheme is below, while further details can be found on the Society's website (www.lms.ac.uk/activities/ women_maths_ com/index .html).
The first of these are fellowships named after Grace Chisholm Young; these fellowships aim to provide some support when a mathematical career is interrupted by family responsibilities, relocation of partner, or other similar circumstance, making possible some continuous mathematical activity and so enabling the fellow to be in a position to apply for posts when circumstances allow. The Fellowship will give an endorsement of the holder's status as a mathematician, so that the break in formal employment should not prevent them from resuming a career as a mathematician at a later stage. A fellow will be based in a specific mathematics department in a University or Research Institute in the UK; the host institute would receive a contribution of £500 from the LMS or other sponsor, and be expected to provide an email address, use of library facilities and IT facilities for correspondence and access to research literature.
The second scheme recognises that parents are sometimes prevented from attending conferences and meetings and making research visits because, although their own travel and living expenses are funded, there is no provision for the extra costs incurred in looking after children either at home or (when necessary) at the place visited. It is the LMS view that institutions should make provision for childcare costs but, while this is not largely the case, the Society is willing to make a supplementary grant as a contribution to the costs. Candidates should first approach the institution/conference organisers to see if any arrangements are in place, and contact other bodies for support, before applying for the LMS grants.
Both these schemes are initially to be funded on a pilot basis by the London Mathematical Society, assisted by an anonymous donation specifically for the Grace Chisholm Young Fellowships. It is hoped that in due course other sources of funding will become available.
As well as bearing these possibilities in mind for personal use, members are asked to bring these schemes to the attention of those who might benefit from them. It should also be remembered that the LMS has sponsored a Daphne Jackson Fellowship which is designed to enable the return to mathematical research after a career break, see www.daphnejackson.org/.
Alice Rogers Chair, Women in Mathematics Committee 
FELLOWS OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY
GLOBAL SECURITY CONFERENCE Royal Society Funding
With a view to encourage younger scientists to put their scientific research into a broader context, the Royal Society is offering to fund two young scientists to attend the XVI Amaldi Conference on Global Security, to be held in Trieste, Italy, from 18-20 November.
Funding will be offered to two excellent post doctorate scientists under the age of forty who can demonstrate a particular interest in the scientific aspects of international security. It will cover travel expenses, accommodation and subsistence. These individuals will be part of the UK delegation at the meeting and will be required to submit a short report of the conference to the Royal Society upon their return.
The Amaldi Conferences bring together scientists representing different national academies to discuss problems of global security, and this particular meeting will cover four topics:
• the problem of inputting independent scientific research into governmental security policy • nuclear weapons • biological weapons and biodefence research • dual-use technologies in information warfare
The history of the meetings, along with presentations and topics discussed at previous Amaldi Conferences, can be found at www.lincei.it/rapporti/amaldi. For further information contact Kate O'Shea at the Royal Society, Science Advice Section (tel: 020 7451 2674; email: kate.oshea@royalsoc.ac.uk). The application deadline is 2 August 2004.
NESTA DREAM TIME FELLOWSHIPS
The National Endowment for Science, Technology & the Arts (NESTA) is offering up to 16 fellowships under its Dream Time Programme. The awards, of up to £40,000 each, are offered to exceptional scientists, engineers and artists, to provide time and funding to innovate and explore ideas away from the demands of professional life. The awards can be used on a full or part-time basis, in tandem with professional careers or temporarily away from the constraints of employment. For further information about the Fellowships, visit the website www.nesta.org.uk/dreamtime.
BATH CENTRE FOR COMPLEX SYSTEMS
The third grant in the EPSRC multidisciplinary critical mass in mathematics initiative has been awarded to Professor Chris Budd at the University of Bath, to establish the Bath Centre for Complex Systems. The £1 million grant will enable the centre to exploit the increasingly blurred distinction between mathematics, statistics, and computation, to analyse large complex systems such as those found in biology and engineering. This is a major coup for the researchers involved, as only one grant is made under this initiative each year. The scheme builds on existing multidisciplinary research activity in mathematics and provides funding to develop these into centres of critical mass, which connect mathematics to other disciplines in the remit of the EPSRC.
Professor Budd is currently a member of the LMS Council and Education Committee. 
WOLFSON RESEARCH MERIT AWARD
CECIL KING TRAVEL SCHOLARSHIP
The 2004 Cecil King T r a v e l Scholarship has been awarded to Anna Mills, a PhD student at the U n i v e r s i t y of Manchester. The L o n d o n Mathematical Society makes the award of up £5000 annually to a young mathematician of outstanding promise, to support a period of study or research abroad for a typical period of three months. Anna will use the Scholarship to fund a trip to Massey University, New Zealand, where she will study the mathematics of image registration, with particular application to medical image analysis, with Dr Stephen Marsland. She hopes to be able to investigate the mathematical basis and suitability of similarity measures within objective functions used for optimization in image. 
EPSRC POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIPS IN MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES
The Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council is offering up to seven fellowships to assist talented young researchers establish an independent research career.
The scheme is open to mathematicians, statisticians and operational researchers who are final year PhDs or have recently completed PhDs.
The award is for three years, with salary provided and £6,000 p.a. available for travel/consumables/computing. Fellowships are to be held at UK universities or similar institutes.
To be eligible for the awards, candidates must 
OPEN CALL FOR TWO NEW ACME MEMBERS
The Advisory Committee on Mathematics Education has issued the call for two new members, reported below. The Society was involved in the initial discussions leading to the establishment of ACME, and remains firmly in support of it and its work. Members are encouraged to help ACME find good applicants for these positions.
The Advisory Committee on Mathematics Education (ACME), established in 2002 by the Royal Society and the Joint Mathematical Council of the UK, with support from the Gatsby Charitable Foundation, provides a two-way channel between the mathematics community and the Government and its agencies on mathematics education issues in English schools and colleges. Since its formation the Committee has worked both proactively and reactively, producing policy reports and responding to policy initiatives in key areas. For further information about ACME and its work please see www.acme-uk.org. ACME collectively aims to have expertise in mathematics and mathematics education at all levels from primary up to the start of higher education, including the mathematical needs of employment, and in the education of teachers of mathematics. Insofar as is feasible for a small group, it seeks to have a balanced representation across phase, region, gender and ethnic background. ACME is now seeking two new teacher members, one from the Primary sector and one from the Secondary sector. Members are currently expected to give 10% of their time to ACME work, and their schools will be reimbursed for the relevant proportion of their salary costs via the Royal Society. Travel and subsistence expenses incurred on ACME business (including for its formal meetings, usually held monthly in London) are reimbursed directly to members.
Recognising the need to accommodate school time-tabling arrangements, ACME will be flexible about start dates; the new members may start serving on ACME at any convenient time between January and September 2005 and applicants should indicate their preferred start date. Short-listed candidates for these two positions are expected to have extensive experience of teaching mathematics in maintained schools in England.
Members will be selected considering the overall balance of the committee, and on the basis of a range of criteria including: ability to commit at least 10% of their time to ACME Anna Mills MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY possibility of a four-year PhD, universities are not prepared to cut student numbers to provide this. Neither does a longer PhD necessarily lead to a broader education. Programmes of taught first years, perhaps delivered via regional clusters, were suggested as a possible improvement on the current situation. (In fact, universities could come together now to deliver these from within their existing Doctoral Training Accounts.)
• Mid-career researchers -the need for people to have some time free of administrative responsibilities was endorsed. The new Springboard Fellowships may provide opportunities for mid-career researchers but within some constraints.
• Statistics -the problems in statistics have been pressing for a while but it is still not clear how they would best be addressed. Some of the factors quoted as being a problem in the peer review of statistics proposals also apply to other multidisciplinary areas of research. An initiative such as the one suggested in the International Review could be one way forward. It will be important to identify the factors which will really build capacity within the UK academic statistics community and to work with universities and the Royal Statistical Society to address the key problem of the unbalanced age distribution in this discipline.
At the main SATs conference, John O'Reilly detailed his plans for developing Research Leadership Capacity in areas of strategic importance, where the research activity is unduly fragmented and there may be demographic issues. Such an intervention would be aimed at breaking the link between declining undergraduate student numbers and the numbers of researchers at more senior levels in these disciplines. EPSRC will provide funds to nucleate a new research group of significant scale including a number of research lectureships, postdoctoral research assistants and PhD students. Statistics and the interface between Computer Science and Mathematics are two areas that have been identified in the International Review of Mathematics that could possibly benefit from such an intervention.
The rest of the conference concentrated on the strategy for postgraduate training covering all the EPSRC funding aimed specifically at postgraduate level including Doctoral Training Accounts, Collaborative Training Accounts, Industrial CASE studentships and the UK GRAD programme. The SATs spent some time finding out about EPSRC's current research and training activities and providing input to the postgraduate training strategy. The balance of funding between research and training is historical dating back to SERC. There have been some adjustments by individual programmes, but, in general, the two strands of support have been considered separately during our planning processes. The 2005 business plans should bring these two activities together for the first time and the SATs were asked to help identify the criteria to decide on the balance of funding between research and training.
As always, the Mathematical Sciences Programme would be happy to receive feedback from the wider mathematical sciences community on any of the issues that were discussed by the SAT. I would be particularly interested in your views on the balance between the research and training budget in the Programme and your experiences of the Doctoral Training Account, both positive and negative. I cannot promise to respond individually to all the points raised but will take them into account as we go forward with the next business plan. Comments relating specifically to the International Review of Mathematics should be sent to irm@lms.ac.uk so that they can be taken into account by all of the parties involved in the review.
Dr Annette Bramley EPSRC Programme Manager Mathematical Sciences work; experience of mathematics teaching in the maintained sector; involvement in established networks (such as membership of professional bodies) to allow wide consultation and dissemination; track record in writing, leading projects, and communicating to diverse audiences; open-mindedness and the ability to work as part of a co-operative team. The members of ACME serve as individuals and not as representatives of any organisation or interest group. Applicants should provide a two-page CV and explain in no more than 500 words what they feel they will bring to ACME and how they will manage to give the time required for ACME work (currently a minimum of 25 days per year including 12 committee meetings in London). They should provide a signed reference from their head teacher supporting their application to join ACME.
Applications must be received by Friday 17 September 2004. Please send eight copies of application papers to ACME, The Royal Society, 6-9 Carlton House Terrace, London SW1Y 5AG.
EPSRC MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES PROGRAMME STRATEGIC ADVISORY TEAM
The Maths SAT met for the sixth time on 12 May at the DeVere Hotel, Swindon. This meeting was held in conjunction with the 2004 SATs conference, which brought together members of all of the SATs to discuss EPSRC's post-graduate training strategy and setting the balance between research and training.
There were only two items on the agenda for the Mathematical Sciences SAT, but both of them stimulated a great deal of discussion. First, the SAT turned its attention to Programme Assurance. The main purpose of programme assurance is to provide an update on the progress of the Programme in achieving its objectives and to raise with TOP and UP any issues which are affecting the Programme. At the March meeting, the SAT focused on the individual sub-programmes of pure mathematics, applied mathematics, statistics and operational research. At this meeting, the SAT considered the Programme level review. Its aim is to provide a primarily factual view of the Programme and how it is evolving. It should show how effectively the Programme is meeting its objectives and contributing to the delivery of EPSRC's strategic objectives in terms of high quality research, developing talented people, knowledge transfer and public engagement. The SAT looked at a draft copy of the review and the data to support it and made a number of helpful suggestions for revisions which would strengthen and clarify the review. The Programme Review documents will all be available on the EPSRC website later in the autumn.
During Programme Assurance it has become clear that some of our data relating to studentships is inaccurate in terms of the research topics that students are studying. I would encourage all departments to ensure that their studentship returns to EPSRC are properly coded so that we are able to make informed judgements about the numbers of students studying for PhDs in the different branches of the mathematical sciences. Currently our data, based on returns from departments, show a large number of students studying Mathematical Analysis and we know that this is not, in fact, the real picture.
The SAT then moved on to a discussion of the International Review of Mathematics. This was the second time that the SAT had discussed the IRM but the first since the community meeting of 4 May. The SAT highlighted a number of key points coming out from the review and the subsequent debate in the community:
• PhD student training -although the Doctoral Training Accounts allow for the
REBUILDING IRAQI UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES
The Your donation will be catalogued and reviewed to determine which Iraqi campus library would most benefit from it. Then the Al Sharaka Program arranges and pays for secured shipping to Iraq which will commence this summer. Books are accepted through to mid-July 2004. Each donor will receive a commendation certificate based on the information completed on the Donation Form. A tax id can be provided after your donation has been received for deduction recording purposes.
IMU LOGO COMPETITION
The International Mathematical Union (IMU) is sponsoring a competition for a logo for IMU.
Guidelines: • All submissions must be made electronically to imu@ias.edu by 20 February 2005. No mail submissions will be considered • All submissions must be original artwork, and the design chosen becomes the property of IMU to be used and adapted for IMU publications, website, and merchandise and in any other manner determined by IMU. • IMU will make the final decision, which cannot be appealed.
• 
ALGEBRAIC METHODOLOGY AND SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY
The 10th international conference on Algebraic Methodology and Software Technology (AMAST'2004) will take place at the University of Stirling from 12-16 July. The goal of the meeting is to promote research into the development of a firm mathematical basis for computer software technology. The conference is supported by the EPSRC, BCS-FACS, the LMS and the EMS. Subsidized places for UK-based students are available. Further details, including how to register, may be found at www.cs.stir.ac.uk/events/ amast2004/.
MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS COURSE IN ANDALUCIA
The second international course of Mathematical Analysis in Andalucia will be held in Granada, Spain, from 20-24 September. These courses are held biennially in Andalucia, the first being in Cadiz in 2002. The aim of the course is to give an extensive overview of new directions and advances in Mathematical Analysis. Researchers are therefore invited to examine topics that seem promising as guidelines for current and future research in this area of mathematics. Leading researchers in the field will provide us with a variety of topics and open problems, and present tools and techniques that have been helpful in similar situations. To this goal, we offer both seminars and one-hour talks. While the one-hour talks are intended to provide an overview of a variety of current topics, the seminars will extend over several days and will therefore allow in-depth discussion of certain specific subjects. Moreover, all participants at the meeting will have the opportunity to present briefly, new results from their own research.
The The registration fee, before 15 July, is 50 for students and 100 for all other participants. After 15 July, the fee will be 100 for students and 120 for other participants. A gala dinner is included in this fee. To register, complete the on-line registration form on the website www.ugr.es/local/amandal, or contact Victoria Velasco (Coordinator), Depto. 
NATIONAL e-SCIENCE CENTRE WORKSHOP
Networks for Non-Networkers (NFNN) is a free to attend, two day workshop, taking place on 13-14 July 2004 at University College London. The workshop is designed for people working at the technical level, in high-bandwidth dependent science, and although it is a general workshop, NFNN will be of particular interest to those working with high-bandwidth Grid projects.
Through a series of presentations from experts in their field, NFNN will show how end-users can obtain higher network performance for their applications. The workshop is not intended as a definitive guide to networking; however, it will equip participants with a set of starting points and practical knowledge for troubleshooting networking problems that may arise in their day-today work. For further information visit the website http://grid.ucl.ac.uk/NFNN.html. 
THE LONDON MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY
JOURNALS PRODUCTION EDITOR
The Trust needs a Journals Production Editor to coordinate its international mathematics publishing. Applicants should have experience of working with research-level mathematical texts, and be interested in the high-quality communication of mathematics and its applications via print and electronic media. At least a first degree in mathematics or a related subject, and familiarity with LaTeX in a Windows environment are required. 
BRITISH WOMEN IN MATHEMATICS DAY
pm Tea
Followed by an early supper at a nearby restaurant for those able to stay.
One aim of the day is to encourage women approaching the various interfacesundergraduate/ postgraduate, PhD/postdoc and so on -to stay in mathematics; we hope that an opportunity to see women who are active and successful in mathematics, and to meet with them informally over lunch, tea etc will have a positive effect on this problem. British Women in Mathematics are very grateful for the support given to this event by the London Mathematical Society. 
Notes for Guidance
Applicants should keep in mind the following points: 1. The committee does not normally meet the full cost of an activity.
Rather it aims to give added value to an event largely funded by other means, or to bridge the gap between cost and the resources that might reasonably be made available by a university department. 2. The grants do not cover departmental overheads. The committee will generally not allow items such as secretarial costs, which could be seen as part of normal departmental provision, or entertainment. 3. Applicants should note that our mileage rate is 23p. 4. Each of the schemes has a particular aim as well as its own financial limits. It is helpful if applicants consider carefully how their proposal fits the particular scheme in question, and its detailed rules (which change from time to time). Thus the academic justification for a Scheme 2 grant should focus on the benefit to UK mathematics that the proposed visit would bring, while that for a Scheme 5 grant should focus on the benefits in the Scheme 5 country. In neither case should it be assumed that the distinction of the visitor renders further justification unnecessary. 5. The committee is made up of mathematicians with a wide spread of research interests, but it should not be assumed that they are familiar with the technical details of any particular area of mathematics. Proposals are judged by the committee itself: although it may seek advice, it does not normally send proposals to referees. It is therefore important that the case for a grant should be written for the general mathematician and not for the specialist. 6. The committee judges each application on its merits. Since its membership changes from year to year, it should not be assumed that it is familiar with the details of previous applications and correspondence from earlier rounds; nor should it be assumed that a grant, for example under Scheme 3 or for a regular collaboration under Scheme 4, will be renewed repeatedly. 7. The limits mentioned in the various schemes are upper bounds, not standard awards. Grants are made to meet actual expenditure on items in the application, and any surplus must be returned to the Society, rather than retained for related purposes or carried forward to another year. 8. Applications should be brief and selfcontained. Please do not append substantial documents that contain irrelevant detail or refer to websites for key information. 9. The task of collating applications, forwarding them to the committee, recording decisions, and preparing and checking notification letters is nontrivial and time-consuming. Please apply well in advance and bear in mind that you may not hear the outcome of an application immediately. The Programme and Conference Fund is used to give financial support for mathematical research in the UK. The fund is administered by the LMS Programme Committee, which distributes as grants some of the funds that the Society receives from its investments and publishing activities. This is one of the mechanisms through which the Society achieves its central purpose, namely to 'promote and extend mathematical knowledge'. The Society operates as a charity and does not receive any public funding. Thus Programme Committee has different opportunities and works within a different regulatory framework from other funding bodies, such as the EPSRC. Grants are made under six schemes which are described on the LMS website (www.lms.ac.uk/activities/prog_ com/index.html).
How to Apply
For Schemes 1-5 application forms may be obtained from the Society's Office or may be downloaded as rich text files from the LMS website (www.lms.ac.uk/ activities/prog_com/index.html). For Scheme 6 applications should be made by letter. All applications should be sent in hard copy to the Programme Secretary at De Morgan House.
Grants must be claimed in a specified financial year from 1 September to 31 August. Please ensure that you state in your application in which year you intend to claim the grant, bearing in mind that grants should normally be claimed not earlier than 3 months before, and not later than 3 months after, the event for which the grant is made.
Who may Apply
For Schemes 1,2,3,5 and 6 any mathematician working in the UK is eligible to apply for a grant, but if the applicant is not a member then the application must be countersigned by an LMS member. For Scheme 4, only LMS members working in the UK are eligible.
When to Apply
Please note that applications will not be considered between mid-June and midSeptember. The main meetings of the Committee are held in February and September. Additional meetings are held in between, but time at these is very limited and it cannot be guaranteed that your application will be considered. For the date of the next meeting please contact Sylvia Daly (grants@lms.ac.uk), but above all please note that some of the individual schemes have their own deadlines: these are detailed under the headings for each scheme.
Assistance
Queries regarding applications can be addressed to the Programme Secretary, Stephen Huggett (tel: 01752 232710, email: s.huggett@ply mouth.ac.uk) or Sylvia Daly (tel: 020 7291 9971 email: grants@lms.ac.uk), who will be pleased to discuss proposals informally with potential applicants and give advice on the submission of an application.
Multiple Applications
The Society does not like to receive sequential applications for grants to LMS PROGRAMME AND CONFERENCE FUND MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY Though the visibility of mathematics and mathematicians in the media has been rising recently, a play centred on contemporary pure mathematics research is still a rare animal. 'Proof' won a Pulitzer Prize for its author David Auburn in 2001, and has been much praised, not least in two enthusiastic reviews in the Notices of the American Math. Soc. [1] . But this touring production by Rapture Theatre -seen at the Arches Theatre in Glasgow -didn't leave me feeling similarly enraptured.
The play is set in the back yard of the Chicago home of a brilliant but mentally fragile 53-year-old mathematician, Robert -a performance by Michael Mackenzie which conveyed well a father's love for a self-sacrificing daughter and his fears of his own encroaching old age and mental demons, but failed to hint at that intensity of a young John Nash whichwe are led to believe -must once have driven him on. The action opens on the evening before his funeral, as he appears in the imagination of his 25-year-old daughter Catherine, beautifully played by Lorna McDevitt. She had dropped out of the early stages of an undergraduate mathematics degree to care for her father through his debilitating mental illness. Scheme 5 the funeral. In fact, however, these jumps are clearly sign-posted, and are the only mildly unusual structural features of what is at its heart a fairly conventional drama of human relationships. The plot hinges on the appearance of an additional notebook containing a beautiful proof of an amazing theorem. (Of course, we're not told what the result is, but the text hints at something number theoretic.) Although the notebook and handwriting are identical to the others, Catherine claims the proof is hers. Hal and Claire don't believe her, and the story unfolds as a morality tale on the limits of rationality in human intercourse.
So, a diverting and even thought-provoking evening in which the rigour of the mathematics and the other-worldly air of the mathematicians counterpoints the down-to-earth concerns and material success of the Wall Street analyst. Why then was I not enthralled? First, there were problems with this production -messy set, uncertain scene changes, some unconvincing acting. In particular Claire came over as shrill and uncaring, so unbalancing our sympathies totally towards Catherine; perhaps the forthcoming film version starring Gwyneth Paltrow will be more balanced in this respect. But my main objections were to the play, in particular to its use of mathematics: fundamentally, this served as a tool to flatter the audience, fooling us into believing we're dealing with something more profound than a rather clichéd family drama. The familiar stereotypes are trotted out -the close links between genius and madness, the nerdy male graduate student, best work before 30, burnt out by 50…. Do we really still have to put up with all this? And I'm afraid that the film when it comes will be no better in these respects.
Ken Brown Glasgow University 
The multi-cultural origins of mathematics
Mathematics has a long pedigree, developing from widely differing cultures over thousands of years. This series of three lectures illustrates a wide range of mathematical activity from Ancient Egypt, Mesopotamia, Greece, China, and the Mayan culture of Central America. The story will be further developed in future lectures. 
LMS INVITED LECTURE SERIES
The Society's Invited Lectures series consists of meetings at which a single speaker gives a course of about ten expository lectures, examining some subject in depth, over a five day period (Monday to Friday) during a University vacation. The meetings are residential and open to all interested. It is intended that the texts of the lectures given in the series shall be published. In addition to full expenses, the lecturer is offered a fee of £1,250 for giving the course and a further fee of £1,500 on delivery of the text in a form suitable for publication. Professor Kirwan expressed the thanks of the Society to the local organisers and the speakers for putting on such an excellent meeting.
After the meeting a dinner was held at the Mem-Saab Restaurant, Nottingham.
LMS MIDLANDS REGIONAL MEETING
The LMS Midlands regional meeting was held in Nottingham on 12 May. The meeting opened with a welcome from the President of the Society, Frances Kirwan, during which there was an opportunity to sign the LMS membership book for those who had not already done so. This fascinating record dates back to the mid 19th century and within its pages are the signatures of a whole host of prominent mathematicians from the last 150 years, including famously the signature of De Morgan on the very first page.
The meeting was very well attended, with over fifty persons present for much of the day. Participants were treated to three engaging talks from internationally renowned speakers, each able to give great insight into their subject matter, while keeping the content easily accessible to the general audience present. The first speaker, Professor Eva Bayer-Fluckiger (Lausanne Polytechnic), gave an overview of the problem of determining when an algebraic number field is Euclidean. This long established problem -together with the more general question of finding the Euclidean minima of a number field -has interested mathematicians for over 100 years, and Professor Bayer-Fluckiger has recently been able to establish important new results in the area. In particular, she has shown that the Euclidean minimum of a number field is always less than or equal to its discriminant.
After a short break for refreshments, the meeting resumed with a captivating presentation on the mathematics behind Escher's 'Print Gallery'. This was given by Dr Bart de Smit (University of Leiden), who heads a team of mathematicians in the Netherlands working on a project to interest the general public in mathematics. The artwork in question shows a picture hanging in a print gallery which, by clever use of perspective, appears to contain the gallery itself. Escher had (unknowingly) used a conformal map to create this effect, and by using this and the exponential map, Dr de Smit and his colleagues have been able, not only to recreate Escher's picture, but also to fill in the mysterious white circle in its centre. More information may be found on the excellent website (www.escherdroste.math.leidenuniv.nl) which has been visited over 300,000 times, testimony to the success of the project.
The final talk was given by Professor Jean-Louis Colliot-Thélène (CNRS and Université Paris-Sud), who introduced the notion of a rationally connected variety. This relatively new concept is the weaker cousin of that of a rational (or unirational) variety, but is in some ways more natural than either of these. Professor ColliotThélène went on to discuss how this may be utilised when one considers varieties with the additional structure of a linear algebraic group, a particularly fruitful example being the case of connected reductive groups over number fields.
A poster competition was held during the meeting, with the £100 prize being shared jointly by 3 entrants (Mark Lingham, Richard Barraclough, Simon Goodwin). Posters were of a very high standard on subjects ranging from modular forms over number fields to the theory of finite simple groups.
Matters concluded with a conference dinner in Nottingham city centre which was very much enjoyed by all who attended. The meeting was followed by a 3-day workshop on Quadratic forms, algebras with involution and algebraic K-theory, the first time this area of research has been brought to the UK.
Paul Smith University of Nottingham imagination appears somewhat trapped by the bland limitations of MIDI (musical instrument digital interface) which he uses to translate the computer data into 'musical' data. 'Microtones and Projective Planes' by Carlton Gamer and Robin Wilson elaborates on existing musical theory to offer composers a previously unidentified method of set transformation.
Beginning with a demonstration of how the octave may be divided equally in ways other than by the customary twelve, the chapter shows how difference sets (of musical intervals) lend themselves to cyclic design, which allows them to be mapped onto finite projective planes. Wilson's musical example, one variation from a set of variations called 'Fanovar', offers an unremarkable realisation of this fascinating idea.
These examples highlight the challenges for composers mapping mathematical formulae onto music to create any kind of sophisticated musical idea. Though it may consist of notes, durations and other recognisable musical features, such material -like our 'instant canon' -remains the domain of mathematics until it has been channelled through the human mind (and body) where it is scanned for sense and recognition on the human scale as 'music'. A significant dimension of the complexity of this translation lies with the crystalline properties of human aural perception and memory. Charles Taylor's article demonstrates the degree to which cognition is integral to the science of musical sound. Such factors as our ability to build a database of sound recognition, or to ignore sounds that are of no importance to us, highlight areas for psychoacoustic research, as well as going some way to explaining why Beethoven sounded as dissonant and unfamiliar to 19th century ears as new music can sound today.
Good music transcends the mathematics that underlies it but perhaps, paradoxically, it is our hunger to absorb the mathematical structures, which themselves transcend music, that makes this book so enticing: to glimpse the spiral, circle, tree or wave form that lifts our horizon beyond the level of the individual mind and body to the category of universal truth that is mathematics. This volume is richly-furnished with such vistas, including elegant chapters on musical tuning and temperament, bell-ringing and fretted instruments (Ian Stewart's 'Faggot's Fretful Fiasco'). Throughout this well-produced book, the roughly equal measures of mathematical and musical examples never overwhelm the text, which covers the ground at a pace suited to the informed reader who wants to get straight to the concepts without narrative or theoretical clutter. Given the inherently complex nature of the subject matter this seems quite an achievement. For a composer, some of the moments of greatest excitement lie in achieving a successful integration of 'mathematical' and 'musical' processes, though we may not think about it in these terms. Take the canon (a musical device that is essentially a translational symmetry) as an example: a very simple experiment that anyone can do is to set up a time delay between two copies of the same sound source (such as that produced when listening to digital radio simultaneously with an analogue receiver 1 ). At first -provided the time interval allows it to be readily perceived -this simple geometrical effect can be very engaging to the ear (given how easy it is to create a satisfying effect in this way it is perhaps not surprising that canon is one of the earliest and most prevalent devices of musical composition). After the canon we have made has been going for a while, the novelty wears off and we develop the need for some kind of change or a new layer of interest. The nature and precise timing of such alterations, a calculation we usually make using our intuition, is one of the most basic aspects of the art of composition. Symmetries are found throughout music but a perfect symmetry realised without human intervention can be bland and lacking in tension. A process that is too obvious trails far behind the listener's ability to predict its outcomes. (Such music -to borrow the words of Harrison Birtwistle -'finishes before it stops'.) The music we value most seems to be that which succeeds in achieving a 'perfect' integration between -in the sense of Plato's Divided Line -image and form.
Most of the ten chapters that make up this volume serve to highlight this, directly or indirectly, in diverse ways. Wilfred Hodges's 'The Geometry of Music' is a lucid and deft guide through the territory of 'pure' mathematics balanced against musical constraints, with the aid of sharp observations such as the comparison of Haydn's conception in the palindromic 'Menuet al Rovescio' for piano against the physical reality of the effect when a tape of the performance is reversed. The musical examples, taken from throughout history, are easy to grasp and the chapter ends with a helpful list of further examples to be followed up by the reader. In his chapter 'Composing with Numbers', Jonathan Cross illustrates cases where composers have visited the border with mathematics-heavy musical processes, likening the effect of Boulez's iconic serial piano piece Structure Ia with Cage's aleatorically generated Music of Changes. Boulez himself characterises the pitfalls of going too far in the direction of organisation vs. composition as 'maniacal inanity'. Cross points us back to our ears by saying 'whether or not Structures is maniacally inane is for the individual listener to decide'.
In their iconic experiments of the 1950s and 1960s, both Boulez and Cage were driven by the desire to discover a musical idiom that was wholly new. Not all such attempts have been so musically adventurous, suffering from an inconsistency between the mathematical idea and the musical mindset through which it is being fed, of which Robert Sherlaw Johnson's composition 'fractal in A flat' is perhaps an example. In his article (called 'Composing with Fractals') we can observe the kinds of often arbitrary modifications a composer is required to enact to make the maths fit the well-tempered chromatic of her or his customary musical idiom. The author asks some interesting questions about pattern, chaos, perception and decision-making but his musical 
